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Brand New Book. In December 1941, the War Department sent two transports and a freighter
carrying 103 P-40 fighters and their pilots to the Philipines to bolster Gen. Douglas MacArthur s Far
East Air Force. They were then diverted to Australia, with new orders to ferry the P-40s to the
Philippines from Australia through the Dutch East Indies. But on the same day as the second
transport reached its destination on January 12, 1942, the first of the key refueling stops in the East
Indies fell to rapidly advancing Japanese forces, resulting in a break in their ferry route and
another change in their orders. This time the pilots would fly their aircraft to Java to participate in
the desperate Allied defense of that ultimate Japanese objective. Except for the pilots from the
Philippines, almost all of the other pilots eventually assigned to the five provisional pursuit
squadrons ordered to Java were recent graduates of flying school with just a few hours on the P-40.
Only forty-three of them made it to their assigned destination; the rest suffered accidents in
Australia, were shot down over...
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This written ebook is great. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i have go through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Sim one Goyette II--  Sim one Goyette II

Very helpful to all of class of folks. This is certainly for all who statte there had not been a worthy of studying. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ja yda  Lehner  Jr .-- Ja yda  Lehner  Jr .
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